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The Tembusu

* DESIGN OF
THE YEAR 2018
President*s Design Award Recipient 2018 - Tembusu

The Tembusu
Architect
Arc Studio Architecture + Urbanism Pte Ltd
DISCIPLINE
Architecture
DESIGN IMPACT
Raising Quality of Life
Advancing Singapore Brand, Culture and Community
Making Ground-breaking Achievements in Design
CONTACT
105tampines@arcstudio.com.sg

Like how the skin protects a body, a building’s façade shelters its inhabitants from
the environment. But what if this passive surface is reimagined as a host for life? One
example is The Tembusu, five residential towers wrapped up by sky links and
columns of greenery.
Such a “living façade” brings to life ARC Studio’s high-rise, high-density housing

of 337 homes. Lush greenery surrounds the ground floor and grows all the way up
slender columns, bringing nature to every unit of the 18-storey towers. Landscaped
sky links on various levels blur the strict boundaries of public and private spaces by
connecting neighbours living across different blocks and offering a variety of
communal spaces to gather. On the top floor, there is even a herb garden for
residents to interact as a community and enjoy distant views of the surroundings.

Inspired by the developer’s original garment factory that sat on this site, The
Tembusu innovatively transforms a steel and concrete development into soft and
layered residences that feel intimate and comfortable like fabric. It is this tapestry of
forms, colours and textures that weaves people, nature and place together as one.

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
ARC Studio seeks to inspire the human spirit through architecture. It looks for the elegant solution that addresses all possible requirements and the studio cares deeply about the world and the sustainability of its projects.
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ARCHITECT
Arc Studio Architecture + Urbanism Pte Ltd

CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT
P&T Consultants Pte Ltd

CLIENT
Wing Tai Holdings Limited

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
Tierra Design (S) Pte Ltd

MAIN CONTRACTOR
Shimizu Corporation

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL CONSULTANT
United Project Consultants Pte Ltd

QUANTITY SURVEYOR
Rider Levett Bucknall LLP

WATER SENSITIVE URBAN DESIGN SPECIALIST
Enviro Pro Green Innovations (S) Pte Ltd

A living skin
The Tembusu breathes life to the typically static façade of a building. Greenery flows
down the 18-storey residential towers and a series of sky links connect one block to
another. The greenery reduces the harshness of the vertical steel columns and acts as
a giant environmental filter. It also brings nature closer to residents and promotes
greater social interaction.
(Photo by: Darren Soh)

‘‘As a city grows, people and communities look for identity. Architecture has the power to give that
presence and unique identity.’’

Insights from the Recipient
ARC Studio is known for its high density urbanism work such as the pioneering
Pinnacle@Duxton that redefined high-rise public housing in Singapore. How does The
Tembusu build upon these ideas?
Khoo Peng Beng (PB): When we were doing Duxton, there were three things that really inspired us. One was for high-density
buildings to look very porous, light and not feel like a wall. The second thing is to host a lot of greenery to bring nature closer
to the residents. The third is creating architecture that facilitates the formation of community.
We were doing this quite intuitively in Duxton, but in recent years, neuroscience and social science has added to our
knowledge of public spaces and community building, such as what makes a city happy and liveable. The Tembusu expresses
these ideas of human-scale with its “thick skin”. The original variation of the tropical high-rise came from the International
Style, which is basically enclosed by a glass wall that can be very alienating. But in the tropics, the lighting, the rain condition
and the exposure are different. A lot of people want to be able to go outdoors. A building with a thick skin can host greenery
and also public spaces. It’s also an environmental filter that creates a new tropical identity for the building. The Tembusu is
one expression of this living façade.

Did this aim of achieving human-scale lead to the creation of a high-rise that gives “the
sensation of a low-rise apartment living”? How was this achieved?
Belinda Huang (BH): Rather than a reaction to thescale, the main selling point was the community space. By bringing sky
terraces up, the space feels a little more intimate because it’s only six floors. This means that three floors will have the view
of a tree on the sky terrace and the upper three floors can look down on it. This also gives owners that sense of a smaller
scale.
Usually, sky terraces are full floors and you have to go to the ground level to meet people. But what we’ve created are more
“landed units” by designing sky terraces that come right in front of the unit. They are public areas and residents can walk in
front of the units. It’s intimate yet, there is a certain distance because there is enough green between the pathway and the
balcony. This is what some of the studies about creating a “happy city” talk about—a balance between private and public.
Laurence Liew (LL): With a bit of creativity, you can create a lot of variability in high-density living and humanise the
design. In Duxton, we explored the sky terraces built within the floor plane. When you are in an apartment which is not on
this floor, you 3 still see yourself as being in a fairly typical high-rise. But in The Tembusu, the sky terrace is basically a plane
that wraps around the building. This second layer helps residents feel the green environment when they look out through the
windows, even for those whose apartments are not sitting directly on the plane. In a typical condominium, you have to look
down to appreciate your condo’s grounds, so you don’t feel it because it’s too far.
PB: Bringing the “ground” upwards and creating a sense of scale are very important for humans to feel safe and
comfortable. As our buildings get bigger and taller, public spaces tend to feel less intimate.
Bringing greenery and public spaces into the façade of the building allows users to experience that intimacy again. The
neighbourhood around The Tembusu is also primarily low-rise. By creating three stacks of low-rise buildings—one on top of
the other—it helps connect the condominium to the landed properties around it.
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The Tembusu is a condominium skilfully wrapped with the delicate threads of nature, resulting in a breathing and living façade.
There is a refreshing sense of rhythm and a dichotomy of scale that provides for a comfortable environment.
The intimate spaces are achieved by the adoption of slender structural elements holding the elevated pathways and the
creation of transitional zones, which provide shade and shelter at different levels of the project. The public circulation is
extended to the elevated landscaped pathways and wrapped around the units to create a community experience that the Jury
recognises. Link bridges provide for the continuity of communal spaces, and yet the articulation of the spaces does not
compromise the privacy of the dwelling units. Passive features that are integrated into the landscape provide comfort for the
occupants and contribute to sustainable living.
The Jury commends The Tembusu’s refreshing elevated communal spaces and how they exemplify the possibilities of
high-rise, high-density living in the tropics.
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Pu Suan Hau
General Manager Projects
Wing Tai Property Management Pte Ltd
The Tembusu is a residential condominium in Singapore that comes with unique architectural and landscape features. One of
its features is the delicate threads of nature around the columns that interweave with the architecture to create an organic,
living façade, bringing the landscape closer to the residential units. It also creates an impression that the landscape drapes
over two sky links, creating an even more intimate experience with nature. The vertical green elements throughout the levels
help to soften the overall façade of the building, while also acting as buffer zones to blur out the public and private
boundaries.
The development is also complete with an interesting water feature that captures and retains rainwater, which gives rise to
meandering streams within the lush landscape. The Tembusu promises a bouquet of luxurious facilities throughout the
development, including various sizes of pools, thematic pavilions and a private clubhouse.
The sky links at various levels increase the connectivity to the other blocks, and promote social interaction among
residents. Other intimate spaces that provide residents with opportunities to meet include the sky pods at the sky gardens
and the herb garden on the 18th storey. On the ground, the amenities are surrounded by
lush landscape to bring nature even closer to the residents.
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